
Thereâ€™s an episode from Season 5 of Rod Serlingâ€™s original Twilight Zone called â€œThe Old Man in the Cave,â€• first broadcast on November 8, 1963, precisely two weeks before President Kennedy was
gunned down in Dallas. Perhaps youâ€™ve caught it on Netflix.&nbsp;That ancient telecast came to mind in April, when protesters armed with long guns stormed the state capitol in Lansing, Michigan, egged on by a
soon-to-be-COVID-positive president of the United States, to oppose restrictions enacted to keep them alive.&nbsp;The story is set in 1974, the year that Nixon, in the real world, resigned the presidency, but in The
Twilight Zone, the date marks 10 years after nuclear annihilation decimated the existing order along with most of the human race.&nbsp;The drama begins in the middle of a tumbledown Main Street, where a scruffy band
of survivors gather to hear from their de facto authority, the quasi-mythical Old Man in the Cave. The Old Manâ€™s messenger, a model of sobriety named Goldsmith, soon arrives with the judgment that the boxfuls of
canned food theyâ€™ve hauled into the middle of the street are contaminated with strontium-90.&nbsp;In March, as reality changed abruptly and irrevocably, I was preparing to write a catalogue essay on the artist William
Buchina, an uncanny confluence of events. Buchinaâ€™s images are emblems of irrationality, jumbles of stream-of-consciousness thought-pictures suffused with the cryptic symbols of secret societies and conspiracy
cults, whose emotionally blank humans are frequently concealed behind masks or bizarre breathing apparatuses. I felt as if I were watching the world turn into his paintings.&nbsp;Subsequent events have only fed this
narrative. Protests metastasized into kidnapping plots and foiled assassinations. The president enflamed hatreds, dismissed the virusâ€™s death wave, and was nearly reelected. We will witness the equivalent of a daily
9/11 by yearâ€™s end if fatalities continue their precipitous rise. The hope now is not for any of this to end well, but simply for it to end.Hieronymus Bosch, Hell (1500-04), detail, oil on panel, Palazzo Ducale, Venice
(image via Web Gallery of Art)In The Twilight Zone, as the townsfolk load the poisoned food onto a truck, a grimy army jeep careens into view and pulls up in front of Goldsmith and the others. James Coburn, playing the
role of a swaggering demagogue named Major French, and three rifle-toting henchmen jump out.Duded up in fatigues, wraparound shades, and a cap swiped from Fidel Castro, Coburn announces a military takeover of
the area, with him, naturally, in charge. Goldsmith barely opens his mouth in protest when French knocks him to the ground, a boot planted on his chest. Smelling blood in the water, French is soon stoking the
survivorsâ€™ resentment of the Old Manâ€™s draconian measures, declaring that heâ€™s either a â€œsoft-in-the-head hermitâ€• or a con.Egged on by French, the townsfolk invade the Cave and discover that the Old
Man is neither old nor a hermit, but in fact a whirring, blinking, wall-sized computer. As their astonishment simmers into rage, all it takes is a sneer from French â€” â€œKill itâ€• â€” and they rush the machine, smashing it
with stones and clubs.&nbsp;While writing this, the news broke that the president has pardoned former General Michael Flynn, closing the loop that began when Flynn placed a phone call to the Russian Ambassador,
Sergey Kislyak, on December 29, 2016, and then lied to the FBI about it.&nbsp;The dichotomy at the heart of â€œThe Old Man in the Caveâ€• is the divided nature of faith, its cohesiveness and its delusions.
Foreshadowing the Lansing riot, French leaps atop the computerâ€™s smoking, sparking, overturned wreck and proclaims, â€œYouâ€™re free!â€• Rejecting science and reason, he commands faith in his version of truth
with the preening dominance of a cult leader. The action takes on a different cast, however, when Goldsmith later excoriates him for â€œfaithlessness.â€• But faithlessness toward what?Goldsmith had held his community
together and, until the last moment, ensured its survival through a web of lies. French exposes the truth, and the revelation leads to a closing shot littered with empty food tins and more corpses than Act V of Titus
Andronicus.Francisco JosÃ© de Goya y Lucientes, Capricho No. 48: Soplones (Snitches) (1799), etching and burnished aquatint; plate: 8 1/16 x 5 7/8 inches; sheet: 11 5/8 Ã— 8 1/4 inches (Public Domain, via Wikimedia
Commons) The infernos of Hieronymus Bosch, the Caprichos and Black Paintings of Francisco JosÃ© de Goya y Lucientes, the allegories of Max Beckmann: all simulacra of a godless world abandoned by reason,
overrun with chaos and barbarity. The moral retributions delineated by Bosch, who died in 1516, the year before Martin Luther nailed his Ninety-five Theses to the door of Schlosskirche in Wittenberg, Germany, were
meted out in the context of a religious orthodoxy rotting from within. Goyaâ€™s monsters arose in the wake of the Enlightenment from the plagues of invasion, war, and Inquisition, while Beckmann was personally
endangered by the occultist evils of Nazism in one of the most intellectually advanced nations on earth.The Lansing riot displayed a clash of religions â€” a belief in rationalism and knowledge versus a belief in the
paranoid worldview constructed by the current president. One is prima facie true while the other is demonstrably false. But the believerâ€™s emotional connection is visceral with both. In The Twilight Zone, nuclear war
has reduced civilization to its elemental form, requiring sense and survival to be framed in mythic terms. In this speculative world, the consequence for disbelieving the myth is death. In the real world, where the years
bracketing â€œThe Old Man in the Caveâ€• are signaled by the murder of one president and the pardon of another, the consequence for believing the myth is death.&nbsp;In the end, Goldsmithâ€™s fatalism persuades
him to grant an existential pardon to French:Maybe youâ€™re not to blame. Maybe if it werenâ€™t you, it would have been someone else. Maybe this has to be the destiny of man. I wonder if thatâ€™s true. I wonder. I
guess Iâ€™ll never know. I guess Iâ€™ll never know.&nbsp;Despite 80,000,000 votes cast for Biden, the bioweapons of superstition, ignorance, intolerance, cruelty, and fear are as contagious as ever. If it werenâ€™t the
current president deploying them, it would be someone else. But itâ€™s his culture war now, and, in or out of office, heâ€™s not letting go. And Flynn may be his new general, with a QAnon army at his back. 
CAMBRIDGE, England â€” When Dutch painters such as Willem van de Velde painted their triumphal ships at sea in the 17th century, we remember many of these craft above all for their swaggering magnificence. They
self-preen. They dominate the scene.&nbsp;These vessels are not likely heading for a fall in treacherous circumstances; there seems to be no immediate prospect of a watery grave.It is quite the contrary with many of the
boats depicted by the Cornish painter Alfred Wallis (1855â€“1942), currently on view in Alfred Wallis Rediscovered at Kettleâ€™s Yard. His works were first spotted in 1928 through an open doorway in a back street â€”
its actual name was Back Road West â€” in the Cornish coastal town of St. Ives, by Ben Nicholson, as he was aimlessly wandering from here to there with his friend and fellow artist Christopher
Wood.&nbsp;Wallis&#8217;s seagoing vessels are at the mercy of the waves. They pitch, roil, and wallow. They topsy-turve. They toss, swerve about, and plunge, more than enough to bring a gulp to the throat. Many of
them look pitifully small against the massiveness of the sea. Often, they seem prepared to rear up and ride the sky. The artist throws perspective up in the air as well. His childlike signature clings to some outer edge,
lucky to be on board at all, and not cast into the depths.Alfred Wallis, Shipwreck 1 â€“ The Wreck of the Alba (1938-40), 265 x 335 mm, oil on card (Courtesy Kettleâ€™s Yard, University of Cambridge)The encounter
between Wallis and the younger Nicholson and Wood was peculiar as it was serendipitous â€” a union of Cool Urban Sophisti-Cats and a salty septuagenarian yokel. Wallis generally painted on cardboard, seated at the
kitchen table. Some of the paintings were nailed to his door. Yes, they were crude in their way â€” the forms couldn&#8217;t have been simpler, the palette more reductive. They were also utterly exhilarating in their willful
lack of professionalism or polish. They had the extraordinary bite of things really seen and felt on the pulses â€” or so the poet and critic Herbert Read opined a few years later.In part due to this chance meeting of artists,
Wallis became a bit of a local fad. He was promptly pigeonholed as a proto-Modernist for his austere use of color (ramshackle symphonies in grays, whites, blacks, bruised blues, and dull greens), his co-opting of
humdrum materials acquired from goodness knows where, his use of marine paint, and his cutting of the cardboard to make the image grow into its shape. In short, he both tore up the rule book and pointed a way forward
for British painting.How odd! Wallis always regarded himself as a complete amateur at the daubing game â€” there were many real marine painters in St. Ives at the time, ready to look down their noses at him. He never
even went to see their work. He was happy to remain seated at his own modest kitchen table, painting from memory, doing his best to evoke scenes of yesteryear. He had a long and well-stuffed memory of the fragility of
boats in all their varied shapes.&nbsp;Page from Castle Book, Alfred Wallis, Sketchbooks, 1941-2 (Lent anonymously. All rights reserved)Times past belonged to the realms of the sacred. Wallis had first gone to sea at
the age of nine. He fished locally, on smallish vessels called Cornish luggers, and far away, too, in much bigger crafts. He got as far as Newfoundland, in Canada. It is immediately apparent from the paintings that the sea
was terrible, dangerous, cold, pitiless. His boats seldom sit quietly in parallel with the waterâ€™s gentle and untroubled horizontal skim. Such a scene would have been a lie; it would have been denying the truth of the life
he had lived as a fisherman.&nbsp;Later, he left the water and became a dealer in marine salvage, on land. He started painting at 70, as a way to fill the gap in his life created by the death of his wife, to flee from the
loneliness. He seldom left the house. After the practicalities of living got a bit too much for him, an art critic called Adrian Stokes found him accommodations in the local workhouse and regularly supplied him with art
materials so he could go on doing the absolutely necessary. He died at the age of 87.&nbsp;Wallis had two books in his life, and he read them with discipline and attention. One was a black-jacketed Bible and the other,
also black, was a Life of Jesus. That was more than enough for any pious ex-fisherman. Giant fish are often seen nosing around or beneath small boats in Wallis&#8217;s paintings. Something to do with Jonah? Or,
perhaps, an embodiment of the soul of man? Wallis himself was short and testy, small enough to fit into any hungry, accommodating whale many times over â€¦Page from Grey Sketchbook, Alfred Wallis, Sketchbooks,
1941-2 (Lent anonymously. All rights reserved)Nicholson&#8217;s excitement about Wallis was shared by a man called Jim Ede, a curator at the Tate in the 1930s (before the Tate really believed in modern art), who, in
later life, bought three cottages in Cambridge, restored them, and created a marvelous living museum he called Kettle&#8217;s Yard. The creation and curation of his home and its collections was Ede&#8217;s greatest
triumph.&nbsp;Thanks to Nicholson, he also got to know about Wallis, and entered into a regular correspondence with him â€” though they never met in person. Wallis would send batches of paintings north to London,
sometimes 30 or 40 at a time, wrapped in brown paper and all trussed up in a maze of string. Ede bought the ones he liked for a song and returned the rest. This went on for years. The consequence is that
Kettle&#8217;s Yard has the largest collection of Wallis&#8217;s paintings in the world. Many more are on view in the current exhibition than ever before because there is such a large reserve collection to draw
on.&nbsp;This is not necessarily the best of ideas â€” some of these paintings prove that Wallis could also paint dully and conventionally. It&#8217;s always a bit of a pity to spot an artist&#8217;s weaknesses. On the
other hand, this can be good, in its way. It means that we could even be artists, too, if we arrive with the necessary luck, talent, and willpower. Sea boots anyone?Alfred Wallis, Two ships and steamer sailing past a port
â€“ Falmouth and St. Anthony lighthouse (c. 1931), 263 x 409 mm, oil on card (Courtesy Kettleâ€™s Yard,
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